
 Hopper wagon,  

-These wagons can carry and discharge 

the grains from the bottom. 

-Presently there are 376 units of this wagon 

by different dimensions in railway network. 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 58 MT 

Loading volume 94 m3 

 

 

 Cistern wagon, 

-These wagons can carry liquids, 

Petroleum and Oil products. 

-Presently there are 3273 units of this wagon 

by different dimensions in railway network. 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 58.5 MT 

Loading volume 65 m3 

 

 

 Wagon for carrying sand,  

-These wagons can carry sand. 

-Presently there are 376 units of this wagon 

by different dimensions in railway network. 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 58 MT 

Loading volume 37 m3 

 

 

 Miner high edged wagon, 

-These wagons can carry Mineral materials and 

for discharging turndown wagon is needed. 

-Presently there are 6000 units of these wagon 

by different dimensions in railway network. 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 89 MT 

Loading volume 72 m3 

Loading width 2.84 Meter 

Loading length 12.8 Meter 

Loading indicator 36.21 m2 

 

 

 

 



 

 Miner Short edged wagon, 

-These wagons can carry Metals & containers. 

-Presently there are 2616 units of this wagon 

by different dimensions in railway -network. 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 56 MT 

Loading width 2.74 Meter 

Loading length 18.66 Meter 

Loading indicator 51.21 m2 

 

 

 Covered wagon, 

-This wagon can carry bulk shipments and cargo 

in bundles such as chemical fertilizer, food stuff, 

packed goods and etc. It's doors can be locked 

and sealed, so the shipment will be safe during the route 

-Presently there are 2332 of this wagon with 

different dimensions in railway network 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 57 MT 

.Loading width 2.65 Meter  

Loading length 15.03 Meter  

Loading volume 85.5 m3  

Loading indicator 39.8 m2 

 

 

 Flat wagon,  

-This wagon can carry automobiles and machinery. 

-Presently there are 394 of this wagon with 

different dimensions in railway network 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 56 MT 

.Loading width 2.85 Meter  

Loading length 18.56 Meter  

Loading indicator 52.73 m2 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Low bed wagon, 

-This wagon can carry heavy equipment.  

-Presently there are 6 of this wagon with 

different dimensions in railway network 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 74.5 MT 

.Loading width 2.65 Meter  

Loading length 11.07 Meter  

Loading indicator 31.01 m2 

 

 

 Wide flat wagon,  

-This wagon can carry heavy equipment.  

-Presently there are 176 of this wagon with 

different dimensions in railway network 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 90 MT 

.Loading width 3.2 Meter  

Loading indicator 48 m2 

 

 

 Car carrier wagon, 

-This wagon can carry cars and auto. 

-Presently there are 200 of this wagon with 

different dimensions in railway network. 

-Wagon details : 

Payload 25 MT 

.Loading width 32 Meter 

 

 

 


